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Visualising the Inner Workings of a Self Learning Classifier: Improving the Usability of Intrusion Detection Systems∗ Stefan Axelsson Department of Computer Science Chalmers University of Technology G¨oteborg, Sweden [email protected]



Abstract Current advanced intrusion detection systems that benefit from utilising machine learning principles are not as easy to use as one might hope. As a result the user has difficulties in judging the quality of the output, i.e. identifying false and true alarms. Problems in training the system might also go unnoticed. To counteract this we propose to use principles of information visualisation to make the state of a self learning classifier visible and hence more accessible to the user. The resulting system was tested on two corpora of data: Web access logs and system call trace data. The experiment supported the hypothesis that the visualisation capabilities of the detector helps the user correctly differentiate between false and true alarms and provide insight into the training process of the classifier.
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Introduction



Current intrusion detection systems are difficult to use. The more advanced systems apply machine learning principles to help the user avoid manual labour e.g. in the form of having to write intrusion signatures. However, the more advanced such systems become, the more opaque they become. By opaque we mean the difficulty with which the user can discern what the system is doing. With such self learning systems it becomes very difficult for the user to correctly judge the quality of the output of the system, e.g. by correctly identifying false alarms [WH99]. As false alarms can be the constraining factor for intrusion detection systems [Axe00a, LX01], this is an important problem. ∗



Reprinted from [Axe04b].
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Paper D To address this problem we applied principles of information visualisation (see e.g. [CMS99] or [Spe01] for an introduction) to the state of a self learning intrusion detection algorithm to lend the user greater insight into what the system was learning. This aim includes, for example, helping the user detect instances of over training and under training and enabling the user judging the veracity of the output of the system. The detector was applied to two corpora of data: Our own, consisting of web server access requests, and a subset of a data set with system call traces. We also compared the detector to an earlier less advanced one. The detector performed well enough for the purpose of demonstrating the visualisation capabilities and these helped the user correctly differentiate between false and true alarms. The rest of this paper is organised as follows. First we introduce intrusion detection and our detector in sections 2 and 3. We then describe the visualisation of the detector in section 4. The experimental data is presented in section 5 and the experimental results in section 6. The paper concludes with related and future work and conclusions in sections 7, 8 and 9 respectively.



Intrusion Detection1



2



The intrusion detection problem can be viewed from the perspective of traditional detection and estimation theory as consisting of detecting the signal from a malicious process (hypothesis) given an input signal that consists of the mix of the signals of both a malicious process and a benign process, possibly imperfectly observed. However, in contrast with established principles in detection and estimation theory, signature based intrusion detection systems (IDS for short) use detection models concentrating on the intrusive signal with only a rudimentary, undeveloped model of the benign process, and anomaly based systems concentrate on the benign model of the signal, ignoring the malicious process. The earliest exception to this general trend can be found in [LS98]. In order to better make a detection one needs explicit models of both the benign and malicious processes under study [LX01, Axe00b] and our detector does so. Anomaly detection systems most often employ some form of automated learning when building models. As such they often have problems with high false alarm rates, and a potential weakness where the skillful attacker knowing the details of the IDS can slowly change his behaviour over time such that the IDS will learn that the malicious behaviour is in fact ’normal’ and never sound the alarm. Signature based systems on the other hand have difficulty with detecting (sometimes trivial) variations of the attacks it knows about. The author conjectures that if the operator of the IDS had some form of insight into the inner workings of the IDS (what it has ’learnt’ in a sense) such attacks would have a smaller chance of going undetected. Automated learning can be roughly divided into two major groups, directed and non directed. Most IDS fall into the latter category, i.e. they automatically find clusters or other features in the input data and flag outliers as anomalous. Relatively little investigation in IDS research has been into the area of directed automated 1



This section is similar to the one in Paper C [Axe05b]. It is included here for completeness.
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Visualising the Inner Workings of a Self Learning Classifier. . . learning systems [Pro03] being one exception. Major problems with all self learning systems are the issues of: • over training, i.e. where the system gains a too specific knowledge of the training set, which prevents it from correctly generalising this knowledge given slightly different stimuli, and • under training where the system has really seen too few examples on which to base any well founded decision about later stimuli but still classifies as if it had. A goal of our approach is that the visualisation of the inner workings of the IDS will let the operator easily detect instances of over- and under training, and be able to deal with them interactively.
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Markovian Matching with Chi Square Testing



We have modelled the detector after popular and successful spam detectors [MW04, Yer04] since these have a number of desirable traits: • They are self learning and need only be presented examples of desirable and undesirable behaviour. • They build a model of both desired and undesired behaviour instead of building models of only one or the other and thus have an (at least in theory) advantage when it comes to detection accuracy. • They can detect behaviour in streams of data that may only exhibit some local structure, a very open ended detection situation. • Spam classification and intrusion detection share similarities and these detectors have done very well in the spam classification scenario. Training and classification begins as follows: First the sequence is divided into records and the records into tokens. Then a sliding window of length six is moved over the tokens, one token at a time. For each sliding window position, a set of features is formed. This set is the powerset of the six tokens with consideration taken to the order of the tokens but with the twist that element positions may be empty (skipped over in the input stream), i.e. not considered when training or scoring. In this case 63 sets are formed since the empty set is not considered. The features are considered with superincreasing weight, such that longer features (i.e. that contain more tokens and less empty positions) can outweigh all of its subfeatures combined. This way we approximate (piecewise) a Markov model instead of actually attempting to generate a proper unified Markov An example will make this clearer: Consider the record “The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog” with the individual words as tokens. First the window is slid across the input, the first window being: “The quick brown fox jumps over.” Then the powerset considering skips is formed: “     over”, “The  brown   over” etc. such that all possible 109



Paper D combinations are covered (save for the empty set). A weight (W ) is then assigned to each feature are then assigned to the resulting features according to the formula: W = 1/2(n−1) where n is the number of tokens in the feature (not counting skips). Training of the classifier consists of running examples of good and bad records through the above process and counting the number of times the resulting features occur in a good and bad context respectively. Classification i.e. assigning a score to each record is similar but here we begin by using the resulting frequencies from the previous step to calculate the local probability (Pl ) of the feature being indicative of a bad context. The probability is calculated by the following formula: Pl = 0.5 + W (nb − ng )/2(nb + ng ) where nb is the number of times the feature occurs in a bad context, ng is the number of times the feature occurs in a good context and W is the weight as described above. The formula for Pl is purposely biased towards 0.5 for low frequency counts, such that features that do not occur often are not considered as indicative of context as features that have higher frequency counts. Thus, somewhat simplified, Pl indicates the badness of a feature on a sliding scale from 0.0–1.0. With 1 − Pl indicating the goodness of same feature. Of course, 0.5 means that we either found equal evidence for the feature indicating a good or bad context, or no evidence at all. So far the detector is heavily influenced by Yerazunis’s Markovian matching [Yer04]. Given the local probabilities of the features Pl they have to be combined into an overall score for the entire record (Ps ). We have chosen here to perform a chi square test as done in the SpamBayes project [MW04]. The local probabilities of all features are tested against the hypothesis that the message is good and bad respectively and these probabilities Pg and Pb are combined as: Ps = (Pg − Pb + 1)/2. The detector proper returns Ps , Pg and Pb for later visualisation. The choice of using a window length of six merits further discussion. Yerazunis original detector (CRM-114) has a window length of five, but no further insight into why that choice was made is provided [Yer04]. In a sense a longer window size would be better, as that enables the detector to detect order dependent features further apart. However, with superincreasing weights, these longer features will also serve to make the relative weight of the shorter features lower, which means that the detector might make a misclassification having learnt a long irrelevant sequence that drowns all shorter sequences. There is also the point of the runtime of the detector. As we calculate the powerset of the window, a longer window means much more data to learn or classify. To keep the runtime reasonable a window length of six was chosen. Furthermore it has been demonstrated that the data from Warrender et. al. [WFP99] require a window length of at least six to detect all intrusions in that dataset, and as we will later illustrate, the ability of the detector to classify based solely on the ordering of tokens with examples from that data, it seemed appropriate. It should be noted though that the particular window size of six seemed to be an artifact of one particular trace of the Warrender experiment, and not based on any deeper underlying feature of the nature of the intrusive or normal processes [TM02]. In any case this issue merits further attention, especially considering that the attacker ought to be considered to know the window length used.
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Visualising the Inner Workings of a Self Learning Classifier. . .



4



Visualising the Detector



A problem with the detector described in section 3 as it stands is that it is opaque to the user of the detector. When training the detector the user get little or no feedback on what exactly the detector is learning and how to improve on the situation. When using the detector for scoring unknown data the user does not get much insight into why the detector classified the way it did. This makes it difficult to discern when the detector is operating correctly and when it is not, i.e. identifying false alarms and missed detections. Our hypothesis is that visualisation of the state of the detector with interactive feedback when training will lend the user insight into how the detector is operating and thus mitigate these problems. A straightforward approach we have previously developed and investigated with the bayesvis tool [Axe04a] is to display the token stream one record line and colour code the tokens in some way to signal their significance to the user. A problem here is that the detector proper divides the input stream up first into windows and then into power sets and this is clearly too much data to display on one line. Applying the visualisation idea of Overview and detail [CMS99, pp. 285–305]—where one part of the display gives an overview of the data and another part more detail about the region of interest—seems appropriate. The visualisation problem is one of devising a workable overview display, i.e one that summarises the detail data in a consistent manner such that the user can discern which records are worth a closer look and which are uninteresting. Figure 1 is a screenshot23 of the prototype visualisation tool Chi2vis. The data displayed are HTTP access request strings that will be discussed in greater detail in section 5. From a visualisation standpoint it is divided into three panels showing progressively greater detail the further towards the bottom of the screen the user looks. The bottom most panel displays the scoring features of the currently selected window. The middle panel displays all windows of the currently selected record and the top panel displays the records. Starting at the bottom of figure 1: The feature panel displays the relevant features in two columns (made up of one score column and six token columns each) with the left column sorted on Pl in ascending order (the column marked score in the panel) and the right column sorted in descending order.4 Thus the left column displays the feature most indicative of a good record at the top and the right column displays the feature most indicative of a bad record at the top. The features themselves are displayed one to a line on a heatmapped background [Tuf01], i.e. the colour is mapped on the colour wheel from green for Pl = 0 via yellow for Pl = 0.5 to red for Pl = 1.0.5 The colour chosen is at the rim of the wheel, i.e. it is fully saturated 2



Where the lower part of the display does not contain any data the figures have been cropped. Unfortunately the human eye is much better at discerning between different colours than levels of grey, so a grey scale mapping for the purpose of this presentation is less effective at conveying the nature of our visualisation. Barring the availability of a colour printer, it is suggested that this paper be read in the on-line, colour version, or in the case of the printed thesis turn to colour plates at the end of the thesis. 4 Note that only the right column is fully visible in the figure i.e. it has all six token columns and the score column visible. Only the rightmost four token columns of the left column is visible. 5 One would think that colour blindness could be a problem in accessing our visualisation (some 3
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Figure 1: The Chi2vis tool after training one bad and one good. (Cropped). and with a maximum value. This way the greener the feature the more indicative of a good context, and conversely the redder the more indicative of a bad context. The actual numeric score of the feature is also displayed to the left of the feature itself. It should be noted that these features are the only features displayed that are actually taken into account when the detector proper scores a record. The middle panel; the window panel displays the windows of the currently selected record in such a way as to give the user both the opportunity to select a window6 for display in the feature panel and to give an overview of the feature values for other windows not currently selected (i.e. an overview of them). In order to do this we have chosen to use the chi square test as in the detector but on a token by token basis. For each token in the window each feature in the database is extracted and all features that have the same token in the same position are selected. The two to eight percent of all males suffer from defective colour vision depending on the group under study—impaired colour vision is relatively more common in academia for example), but it turns out that making a simple modification; mapping onto the ’right’ half of the colour wheel, from green to red via blue, instead of via yellow, will make the presentation accessible to a large percentage of those that suffer from the common forms of red-green colour blindness [Tuf01]. This variation is not yet implemented. 6 In the window panel of the figure, detection window number three has been selected as is indicated by the blue outline of the first element (‘doc’) of that window. The whole record is not marked more clearly as that would obscure the heatmap. Unfortunately that is not the case for the record display as that is not possible with the graphical user interface toolkit used.
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Visualising the Inner Workings of a Self Learning Classifier. . . local probability values of these features are then put to the chi square test and the combined score of the test determines the hue (i.e. on the green–red scale) of the heatmapped background colour. The hypothesis probabilities Pg and Pb are combined into a single value (summed) and that value determines the saturation (i.e. how close to the whitepoint, the greater the saturation the further from the whitepoint; less ’washed out’ the colour appears) of the heatmapped background. In this way the user can discern two parameters: How good/bad indicative the word is and how certain the detector is of that classification, with a high degree of certainty (i.e. Pb low and Pg high or vice versa) producing a saturated colour and a lower degree of certainty producing a more washed out appearance.7 If the word never occurs in any feature then the background colour is set to grey which serves as a marker that this token has not been seen before. Lastly the record panel at the top is visualised much the same as the window panel, i.e. the relevant features are extracted and combined as for the window panel but now each word can of course be part of multiple windows as well. It should again be noted that it is only the feature probabilities that are actually part of the scoring proper. The chi square tests performed in the window and record display are designed to give the user a consistent summary of the actual scoring/learning process. The interaction with the training phase is via the three top most buttons (or their keyboard shortcuts) whereby the user can mark a record (or range of records) as being good or bad examples (or resetting them to neutral status in case of error). A few other fields in the record view deserve mention. The leftmost column is a marker that displays the training status of the record (0.0 on green background for good, 0.5 on yellow background for neutral or untrained and 1.0 on red background for bad ). Next is the total score of the entire record on a heatmapped background (with certainty value taken into account) rounded to three decimal places, then Pg and Pb for the record mapped onto the range 1–9 (i.e. one character each) on a heatmapped background (from yellow to green and yellow to red respectively) and finally the record itself as previously mentioned. To aid in both training and using Chi2vis as a detector the user has several options regarding sorting the record view. The user can sort on good/neutral/bad i.e. the training status of the records. She can sort the records alphabetically. She can also sort the record according to the record score.8 7



These parameters are not completely independent. A score of 0.5 could never occur with a really high degree of confidence for example. 8 Of course the user can also save/load etc the session or by removing all the currently loaded records but keeping the feature data, save the resulting detector and load new records to be scored without having the display cluttered with old training data. The user can also search in the data by was of the find and skip buttons that find the search string indicated or skip ahead to the next record that does not match the search string (counting from the beginning) respectively. To facilitate search and skip the feature was added that when the user clicks on a record the record is copied from the beginning up to the character under the cursor to the search field. If the user wishes to see individual token scores (as abstracted above) she can select display scores which will included them in brackets after the tokens themselves. This also displays the total score (and confidence values) in the status bar with full precision in addition to the rounded values presented in the record display itself.
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Paper D It is of course difficult to do justice to the interactive qualities of a tool such as this in a static presentation, but to give a feel for it a small example is presented in the screenshots in figures 1, 2 and 3. A few examples of malicious and benign web access requests have been loaded into Chi2vis. The issue of malicious and benign web access requests is discussed in more detail in section 5. In the first screenshot (figure 1) the user has marked one access request as bad and one access request as good. As we can see the training is actually adequate for the attacks, Chi2vis correctly marks all the other examples of attacks as malicious. (For added detection accuracy perhaps more examples should be trained on in an operational setting). This is seen not to be the case for the benign access requests though, the detector finds insufficient evidence to be sure of the status of most of them. As we can see in the figure, this is due to the detector inadvertently thinking that requests that end with the pattern ‘HTTP 1.1’ are malicious (In typical use the irrelevant tokens learnt are not of this trivial nature, they have been chosen here for purpose of illustration). This is of course not likely to be true, indeed looking at the training data this seems indeed to be a fluke in that the one good example does not contain the ‘HTTP 1.1’ pattern though the other misclassified benign access requests do. In figure 2 the user has thus selected and trained another benign access request and that has served to make the detector correctly classify the other visible benign access requests. However, in the same figure we spot the reverse situation where the ‘HTTP 1.0’ pattern has likewise been found to be indicative of a good context, even though the overwhelming evidence of a bad context has sufficed to make the correct classification in this instance. However, as the pattern in itself is known to not materially affect the outcome of any attack the user selects the offending access request to retrain the tool. Figure 3 displays the situation after the update. In this figure we can see that the ‘HTTP 1.0’ pattern (and all permutations) in themselves have been reevaluated to have a 0.500 score, i.e. neutral. In conjunction with the attack access request though (as we can see in the lower right part of the figure) it is still indicative of a malicious request, which is as it should as the classifier has learnt the essence of the attack: The attempted invocation of a command interpreter and hopefully the many variations thereof. Note that the display of the summary data in the two topmost views (even though this data is not actually part of the scoring) seem to work well. From the bottom up they give a progressively less detailed picture of what the detector has learnt, providing a useful overview of the detailed lower level data, without cluttering the display with irrelevant information.



5



The Experimental Data9



We have chosen to conduct two different experiments. The first more comprehensive experiment is on our own web server access log data, and the second on publicly available order dependent system call trace data described in [WFP99]. 9 The description of the data here, save for the description of the Warrender system call data at the end of the section, is similar to the more detailed description in Paper B [Axe05a] beginning on page 59. They are summarised here for completeness.
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Figure 2: The Chi2vis tool after training one bad and two good. For the first experiment, we have chosen to study a webserver access log. HTTP is a major protocol (indeed to the general public the World Wide Web is the Internet), and very important from a business perspective in many installations. It was also believed that there would be security relevant activity to be found in the webserver log under study, since there have been numerous attacks reported e.g. by worms. In addition, webserver logs are an example of application level logging which is an area that has received relatively little attention, attention instead being focused on lower level network protocols or lower level host based logs. Also important is the fact that webserver logs are less sensitive from a privacy perspective—something that is not true when monitoring network traffic in general—since it is a service the department provides to the general public who have a lower expectation of privacy, and hence act accordingly. The author recognises that this may not be true of every webserver in operation. Even though the choice was made to study webserver logs the longer term aim is that the general approach developed here should generalise to other monitored systems. It should be noted that the tool is agnostic in this respect, placing few
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Figure 3: The Chi2vis tool after training two bad and two good. limitations on the form of the input data.10 Unfortunately there is a dearth of publicly available corpora suitable for intrusion detection research. There is one popular corpora, which is somewhat of a de facto standard, even though it is not without flaws: [McH00], which originated from the Lincoln labs IDS evaluation [LGG+ 98]. Unfortunately is unavailable to us as it is export controlled. A subset of this data has been made available as the KDD-99 Cup data [Elk99], but unfortunately it only contains single records with connec10



That said, lower level, more machine oriented logs may not be the best application of this method. Even when converted to human readable form they require detailed knowledge of e.g. protocol transitions etc. Of course, fundamentally the logs have to make sense to someone somewhere, as any forensic work based on them would otherwise be in vain. Another problem is that of message sequences where the sequence itself is problematic, not one message in itself.
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Visualising the Inner Workings of a Self Learning Classifier. . . tion statistics, not the complete transaction with the data payload, and hence it is unsuitable for Chi2vis as it currently stands as Chi2vis categorises categorical free form data that can be tokenised. Other publicly available data such as the Defcon Capture the Capture-the-Flag data is not analysed, and hence it is difficult to base any investigation into the hit/mis-rates of an IDS (or train an IDS) on it. The same is true of anomaly based systems with which to compare our results. We feel it would be pointless to compare our approach to a signature based system e.g. Snort (‘http://www.snort.org’). The webserver under study serves a University computer science department. At the time of investigation, the server was running Apache version 1.3.26. It was set to log access requests according to the common log strategy. The log thus consists of a text file with each line representing an single HTTP access request. The fields logged were originating system (or IP address if reverse resolution proves impossible), the user id of the person making the request as determined by HTTP authentication, the date and time the request was completed, the request as sent by the client, the status code (i.e. result of the request), and finally the number of bytes transmitted back to the client as a result of the request. The request field is central. It consists of the request method (‘GET’, ‘HEAD’, ‘CONNECT’, etc), followed by the path to the resource the client is requesting, and the method of access (‘HTTP 1.0’, or ‘HTTP 1.1’ typically). The path in turn can be divided into components separated by certain reserved characters [FGM+ 99] . The log for the month of November contained circa 1.2 million records. Cutting out the actual request fields and removing duplicates (i.e. identifying the unique requests that were made) circa 220000 unique requests were identified. It is these unique requests that will be studied. The reason the unique types of requests are studied instead of the actual request records is that we are more interested in the types of attacks that are attempted against us than the particular instance of the attack. This provides a degree of generalisation even in the setup of the experiment as there is no risk of learning any irrelevant features that are then (perhaps) difficult to ignore when trying to detect new instances of the same type of attack later. Note that an entity, e.g. a worm, that lies behind an actual attack often uses several types of attack in concert. There exist visual methods for correlating attacks against webservers to find the entity behind them when one already knows of the particular attack requests being made [Axe03]. It should be noted that no detection capability is lost in this way, since knowing the type of attack being performed it is trivial11 to detect the instances later, should one chose to do so. The choice was made to ignore the result code as many of the attacks were not successful against our system, and the result codes clearly demonstrated this. Ignoring this information actually makes our analysis more conservative (it biases our analysis toward false negatives). Not all possible attacks against web servers would leave a trace in the access log, e.g. a buffer overrun that could be exploited via a cgi-script accessed through the 11



The one type of attack that we can think of that would not be detectable is a denial-of-service attack making the same request over and over. Since this would be trivial to detect by other means this is not seen as a significant drawback.
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Paper D ‘POST’ request since the posted data would not be seen in the access log. Unfortunately the raw wire data was not available; there is nothing really preventing the use of the IDS on that data, after some post processing. It should be noted however, that few current attacks are of this type, and that there was a multitude of attacks in the access log data with which to test the IDS. The author has previously gone thorough the November 2002 access log by hand, classifying each of the 216292 unique access request for the purpose of intrusion detection research.12 It was decided to classify the accesses into two categories, suspect and intrusive. The reason for using a suspect class is that since this is data from the field and we do not know the intentions of the entity submitting the request it is sometimes difficult to decide whether a request is the result of an intrusive process, the result of a flaw in the software that submitted it or a mistake by its user. Also, some accesses are just plain peculiar (for want of a better word), and even though they are probably benign, they serve no obvious purpose. As the suspect class, consists of accesses that we do not mind if they are brought to the attention of the operator, but on the other hand, as they are not proper indications of intrusions, we will not include them in the experiment. The intrusive class was further subdivided into seven different subclasses that correspond to metaclasses (i.e. each of these metaclasses consists of several types of attacks, each of which may be a part of one or several instances of attacks) of the attacks that were observed: Formmail attacks The department was subjected to a spam attack, where spammers tried to exploit a commonly available web mail form to send unsolicited mail via our server. This type of attack stood out, with many different requests found. Unicode attacks These are attacks against the Microsoft IIE web server, where the attacker tries to gain access to shells and scripts by providing a path argument that steps backward (up) in the file tree and then down into a system directory by escaping the offending ’\..\’ sequence in various ways.13 Many variations on this scheme are present in the log data. Proxy attacks The attacker tried to access other resources on the Internet, such as web servers or IRC servers via our web server, hoping that it would be misconfigured to proxy such requests. We suppose that this is an attempt to either circumvent restrictive firewalls, or more likely, to disguise the origin of the original request, making tracking and identification more difficult. Pathaccess attacks These are more direct attempts to access command interpreters, cgi scripts or sensitive system files such as password files. A major subclass here is trying to access back doors known to be left behind by other successful system penetrations (by worms for example). Also configuration 12 13



An extremely tedious task. . . See e.g. ‘http://builder.com.com/5100-6387 14-1044883-2.html’, verified 2004-12-20.
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Visualising the Inner Workings of a Self Learning Classifier. . . files of web applications (e.g. web store software) were targeted. Attempts to gain access to the configuration files of the webserver itself were also spotted. Cgi-bin attacks Attacks against cgi scripts that are commonly available on web sites and may contain security flaws. We believe the availability of several cgi script security testing tools to be the reason for the variety of cgi probes present in our data. Buffer overrun Only a few types of buffer overruns were found in our log data. All of these are known to be indicative of worms targeting the Microsoft IIS web server. Misc This class contains seven accesses we are fairly certain are malicious in nature, but which do not fit in any of the previous classes. They are various probes using the OPTIONS request method, and a mixture of GET and POST requests that target the root of the file system. Searching available sources it has been impossible to find any description of exactly which weaknesses these requests target. In summary, table 1 details the number of different types of access requests in the training data. Access meta-type Formmail Unicode Proxy Pathaccess Cgi-bin Buffer overrun Miscellaneous Total attack requests Normal traffic Suspect Total requests



Unique requests 285 79 9 71 219 3 7 673 215504 115 216292



Table 1: Summary of the types of accesses in the training data. The system call data from Warrender et. al. [WFP99] consists of long runs of system call names (without arguments) E.g. mmap:mprotect:stat:open:mmap:close:open:read etc. Figure 6 illustrates this further. The interesting aspect of this data is that the number of tokens (different system calls) is quite small and that they all occur in all traces. Hence it is solely the order of the system calls that differentiate a good trace from a bad trace. Unfortunately this also makes them less suitable for this type of detector as there is less data available for the user to make sense of visually. Nevertheless we deemed it interesting to see how the detector proper performs when subjected to such data as it is order dependent only, and it was furthermore the only such data that was available. A problem here is the lack of intrusive data with 119



Paper D which to train the detector. The original stide detector developed by Warrender et. al. [WFP99] used in the experiments was a pure anomaly detector in that it only learnt benign patterns and flagged patterns sufficiently abnormal as an intrusion.
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Experimental Results



We have conducted three experiments of the effectiveness of Chi2vis. The first two with the data described in section 5 and the last is a comparison with the Bayesvis detector described in Paper C [Axe05b] applied to the same web access requests as Chi2vis is here.



6.1



Web Access Requests



For the first experiment we partitioned the web access request data described in section 5 into a set of training data and a set of test data. Ten percent of the accesses (with a minimum of one access request) in all the classes of attacks and the normal data were selected at random. The suspect access requests were not included. The detector was then trained on all the resulting training attack access requests (i.e. they were all loaded into Chi2vis and marked as bad ). The normal training data was added and enough of the normal data was marked as good until no false positives were left. This was accomplished by repeatedly re-sorting by score and mark the worst scoring requests as good. We call this strategy: Train until no false positives. A request was considered a false positive if it had a displayed score of 0.500 or higher. A total of 280 access requests had to be trained as good until all false positives were gone. It should be noted that for many of the attack types, one might suspect from the outset that too few training examples were provided (i.e. only one example), as we can see in table 2.14 This is not as much of a draw back as expected though, as this experiment is mainly about illustrating the viability of visualisation as a means of understanding what the detector is learning, and less about illustrating to what extent such a detector could be made to perform well. As we can see in table 2, the two classes where more than twenty examples were presented performed reasonably, with one of the classes that contain fewer examples (seven for the Unicode-class) does admirably. Viewing a sample of the access requests themselves in figure 4 it becomes apparent that this is probably the class most suitable for intrusion detection training as it consists of a well defined type of attack that is easy to differentiate from benign access requests. Note that the system has correctly picked up on the ’attack tail’ of the requests, i.e. the system interpreter that the access request ultimately seeks to execute. While the command interpreter invocations in the data are not completely identical in all instances, the learning of the features with less tokens also serves to identify them. In figure 4 we see the very head of the path ( vti bin) also playing a role in the detection. We conjecture that it would be difficult to avoid detection for this type of attack. There are only so many different commands to execute with the desired effect, and 14



The various classes the attacks have been divided into are also probably more or less suitable as a classification for detector training.
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Visualising the Inner Workings of a Self Learning Classifier. . . only so many file system paths to get to them, so there are bound to be a few significant tokens that will show up in all such attempts. We also believe it would be difficult to drown the operator with chaff i.e. attacks that looks similar on the surface but with extraneous tokens generated more or less at random. Since one could opt not train the system on these attacks (marking them neither as benign or malicious), their tokens would not pollute our token frequency tables and hence they would not take part in the scoring process and serve to lower the overall score of the record as compared to an actual attack. As the detector was not trained on much benign traffic, trying to drown the malicious tokens by injecting (conjectured) benign tokens would not help much either, since it would be difficult for the attacker to guess exactly which of the possible tokens that signify a benign message. (Several recent spams try to fool the detector using this very approach [Yer04]). As this is a side effect of our training strategy, other strategies may display other characteristics. We concede though that this area merits further attention. Access meta-type Formmail Unicode Proxy Pathaccess Cgi-bin Buffer overrun Miscellaneous Total Normal



Training 28 7 1 7 21 1 1 66 21550



Testing 257 72 8 64 198 2 6 607 193954



False neg. 0 2 2 34 15 1 3 57 -



False neg. (%) 0 3 25 53 8 50 50 9 -



Table 2: False negatives (misses) in testing data The features detected in this data were all within the window length chosen. The attack tails for the Unicode attacks for example were all around length five. The detector would still have been able to detect the attacks with a shorter window as the tokens themselves do not occur in the normal data, but had they occurred the detector with the current window length would still have been able to detect them given the unique order of tokens in the execution of the command interpreter. The raison d’ˆetre of Chi2vis though is in helping the operator identifying false alarms (false positives). Fortunately for us there were a few false alarms with which to demonstrate the capabilities of the visualisation. Table 3 details the false alarms. Looking at figure 5 we see that the five false alarms that begin with HEAD form a pattern. The detector has obviously seen evidence that the pattern ‘HEAD   HTTP 1.1’ is modestly indicative of an intrusion. And looking at the training data it is relatively simple to spot these attack patterns. However, in this case it is clear that the detector has been overtrained on the attack pattern (or indeed undertrained on the normal pattern) and marking only one or two of these patterns as good in this context serves to bring the pattern in question to a more normal score while still not compromising the detection capability of the detector as can be seen by looking at the already trained attacks (lack of space unfortunately precludes 121
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Figure 4: Generalising the Unicode training to detect new instances. displaying an example of this). Doing so reduces the number of false alarms from 30 to 4 in the test data. Type HEAD-pattern Others Total



False alarms 26 4 30



F.a. (%) 0.010 0.002 0.015



Table 3: False positives (false alarms) in testing data



6.2



Warrender System Call Trace Data



The second part of the experiment uses a subset of the available traces from Warrender et. al. mentioned earlier. The data chosen are the normal login traces and the ’homegrown’ attack traces from the UNM login and ps data15 with those traces 15



Available at the time of writing at ‘http://www.cs.unm.edu/˜immsec/data/login-ps.html’.
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Figure 5: False alarms: Example of the HEAD-pattern. that only contain one system call removed. More data sets are available but as the visualisation part of Chi2vis is less useful on this data and the time taken to train and evaluate the detector on such long traces (several thousand tokens each) are substantial, only one data set was chosen for evaluation. The data was converted to horizontal form with one trace per line for inclusion into Chi2vis. There were, unfortunately, only a total of 12 traces of normal data, and 4 traces of intrusive data in the data set chosen. Access to more traces would have been preferable. A complication with this data is that the intrusive traces (naturally) contain long traces of benign system calls. As a consequence of how the detector in Chi2vis operates we cannot hope for the intrusive traces to be given a high score (close to 1.0) as there will be substantial evidence of normal behaviour in them. Thus we will have to consider a low score (close to 0.0) as benign and a higher score (0.5) meaning that there is evidence of both good and bad behaviour, to signify an attack. Using interactive visual feedback as a guide: Training the detector on 4 good traces and 2 bad traces (unfortunately a substantial part of the available intrusive traces) yields a detector where 10 of the good traces are correctly classified and 2 of the good traces are not (i.e. false alarms). Likewise 3 of the bad traces are correctly classified but 1 of them is not (i.e. missed detections). Note that these figures include the training data. Thus while the detector does not operate splendidly given the lack 123



Paper D of training data, there is some evidence that it can differentiate between good and bad traces in the Warrender data. Figure 6 is a visually rather boring illustration of this. It has been cropped to illustrate the relevant overall results. In the figure the good traces were prepended with the character ’ ?’ and the bad with ’@’ for illustration (they are not part of the training).



Figure 6: Results from training on syscall data. (Cropped). It should be noted that we do not suggest that Chi2vis would make a good choice of detector for this type of data. As it has had the arguments to the system calls removed there is not enough context for the operator to be able to evaluate the classifier. Thus this kind of data is not a good match for a detector with a visualisation component. We evaluate Chi2vis on this data set as it is the only available to us where the difference between malicious and benign behaviour is solely in the order of the tokens.



6.3



Comparison with Bayesvis



We have previously developed a simpler visualising detector called Bayesvis [Axe04a].16 As it would be rather pointless to develop a visualisation of the more complex detector presented here if it faired worse on the same data set than our previous attempt we present a comparison of Bayesvis and Chi2vis in this section. The visualisation portion of Bayesvis is based on the heat mapping principles presented here, but the detector proper is based on a naive Bayesian classifier, which is simpler than the detector applied here. Most notably naive Bayesian classification does not take the order of the tokens into account when classifying, instead treating every token in isolation. To investigate the differences between these two detection principles we present the results of subjecting Bayesvis to the data in section 6.1. As Bayesvis does not take the order of the tokens into account it would be pointless to compare its performance on the Warrender data in section 6.2. 16



Presented in Paper C [Axe05b] on page 81 in this thesis.
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Visualising the Inner Workings of a Self Learning Classifier. . . We trained Bayesvis on the same data according to the same principles. In doing so we had to mark 67 access requests as good in order to bring all the benign access requests in the training data below a total score of 0.500. This should be compared with the 280 access requests we had to mark benign until Chi2vis was sufficiently trained. We conjecture that this is because Bayesvis due to its less sophisticated detector is more eager to draw conclusions from what might be less than sufficient data. Table 4 details the false negatives (misses) of Bayesvis on the data in this paper. As we can see it performs substantially worse overall than Chi2vis. One data point deserves further mention though. The 51 misses in the pathaccess category can be divided into 9 + 42 misses of which 42 are of the same category, a short ‘HEAD’ access request with the total score of the request being 0.490 (i.e. barely benign) owing to the ‘HEAD’ token having a score of 0.465. Just marking one of them as malicious marks all of the remaining 41 access requests as bad (total score 0.587 with the ‘HEAD’ token score of 0.563). However, as this goes against the train until no false positives strategy on the original benign data we have refrained from doing so. We would furthermore have to go back to the benign training and see that this update did not have a detrimental effect on the other categories (both in terms of false negatives and positives). Looking at the individual access types, Bayesvis does better in only the Unicode category. We hypothesise that it is because Bayesvis has an easier time generalising from the example access requests in this rather straight forward category, as it interprets what evidence it has more liberally, while Chi2vis is hampered by not having seen sufficient evidence to be able to classify them as malicious. If this line of reasoning is correct, Bayesvis eagerness to classify requests as malicious on what might be less than solid evidence ought to show up in a higher false alarm rate for Bayesvis than for Chi2vis. Access meta-type Formmail Unicode Proxy Pathaccess Cgi-bin Buffer overrun Miscellaneous Total Normal



Training 28 7 1 7 21 1 1 66 21550



Testing 257 72 8 64 198 2 6 607 193954



Chi2vis 0 2 2 34 15 1 3 57 -



False neg 0 0 5 51 17 2 5 80 -



False neg (%) 0 0 63 80 9 100 83 13 -



Table 4: False negatives (misses) in testing data for Bayesvis Table 5 and figure 7 details the false negatives (false alarms) in the benign testing data. As we can see our hypothesis of a higher false alarm rate was corroborated. Even if the false alarms were dominated by one pattern (the ‘cgi-bin’ pattern detailed in figure 8) as was the case for the Chi2vis experiment (though Chi2vis false alarms were dominated by a different pattern), the remaining false alarms still outnumber Chi2vis by a factor of two. Retraining could rectify the ‘cgi-bin’ token problem but 125



Paper D doing so is more problematic here than in the case of the Chi2vis ‘HEAD’ pattern discussed earlier. In that case we were certain we were only affecting the short benign requests by retraining but here we would affect all requests that contains the ‘cgi-bin’ token benign as well as malicious. Type ‘cgi-bin’-pattern Others Total



Chi2vis F.a. 30



Bayesvis F.a. 20 21 41



Bayesvis F.a. (%) 0.010 0.011 0.020



Table 5: False positives (false alarms) in testing data for Bayesvis



Figure 7: All the false alarms of Bayesvis In summary, Bayesvis does at least slightly worse in almost all respects compared to Chi2vis on the web access request data. One exception might be the benign training where Bayesvis required substantially less examples of benign behaviour before a sufficient level of training was accomplished. We conjecture that this is a consequence of the simpler detector that require less evidence before ’jumping’ to conclusions as supported by the higher false alarm rate. 126
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Figure 8: The ‘cgi-bin’ pattern false alarms of Bayesvis.
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Related Work17



The idea of bringing visualisation to intrusion detection was first published in some years ago [VFM98] and a body of work has started to collect. As such we have limited the scope to the works that combine some form of self learning detection and visualisation, excluding work in other areas. A small subfield (e.g. [ROT03, JWK02, LZHM02]) of anomaly detection and visualisation has arisen through the application of self-organising maps (also called Kohonen maps) [Koh01] to intrusion detection. The question of visualisation arises because the Kohonen map itself is a visual representation of an underlying neural network model. The work cited above shares the characteristic that they all build some neural network model of network traffic or host data and then present the resulting two dimensional scatter plot to the user. The scatter plot typically illustrates various clusters within the data. A problem here is that the interpretation of the plot is known to be quite tricky [Koh01]. The question of how the visualisation of a self-organising map furthers the understanding of the security situation, elemination of false alarms and understanding 17



The related work section here is similar to that of Paper B. It is included here for completeness.
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Paper D of the nature of alarms is interesting, so there is room for more work on that aspect in this field. Girardin et. al. [GB98] also use self-organising maps, but stress the link to the human operator. Also other visualisation methods are used in addition to the selforganising map, using the self-organising map as an automatic clustering mechanism. They report on successful experiments on data with known intrusions. Their approach differs from our approach in that they use connection statistics etc. from TCP/IP traffic as their input data. While they study parameters of TCP/IP connections, they do not study the data transferred. A higher level protocol (HTTP) is studied here, and the particulars of the connections themselves is abstracted away. They do not illustrate the effects their visualisation have on the understanding of the operator of the security situation, at least not to the degree done here. These approaches all differ from ours in that neither discuss the effect the visual presentation has on the understanding of the security result by the user of the system. Furthermore they all use the raw data as input, not divided into categories (i.e. accesses in our case), and in doing so detect instances of attacks, but not necessarily categories of attacks. A quick survey of the available commercial intrusion detection systems was also made. While many commercial intrusion detection systems claim to support visualisation, the author only managed to find two that use any degree of visualisation in our sense of the word. We only managed to obtain documentation on one of them: CA Network Forensics (previously Raytheon Silentrunner, ‘http://www.silentrunner.com’). It uses N-gram clustering followed by a three dimensional visual display of the clusters. The input data can be recorded network traffic or general text logs, such as reports from intrusion detection systems, or other logs that have no connection to computer security at all. While the display of the clusters is easier to interpret than the Kohonen map approach cited above, the visualisation here is solely based on the output of the system. As such it enables the operator to get a grasp of the classification the system makes, but does not lend much insight into how the system reached the conclusion it did. The main difference between these works and ours is that they rely on clustering techniques combined with a visual display of the clusters, without visualising the actual clustering process itself. While the output of the system is presented visually, it is still difficult for the operator to determine exactly why the output appears the way it does. This does not lend much insight into the learning process of the system, and hence does not provide insight into how that process could be controlled. Furthermore, they typically are not interactive to nearly the same degree, the operator has little possibility of interactively controlling the learning of the system, being instead presented with the more or less final output of the system. This is perhaps natural given the lack of presentation of the internal state of the system. There has not been much research into anomaly detection of web accesses besides that by Kruegel et. al. [KV03]. They develop ad hoc statistical methods for detecting anomalous request strings (in a pure anomaly detection setting, i.e. not making a model of benign data). Their model is fairly complex, taking many parameters into account and as a result they are rewarded with a relatively low false alarm rate. 128



Visualising the Inner Workings of a Self Learning Classifier. . . Even so the authors report a problem with handling even their level of false alarms. In contrast; the visualisation method presented here enables the user to quickly discard the uninteresting entries. The author is not aware of any other attempts at visualising the state of a Naive Bayesian (or similar) classifier than that of Becker et. al. [BKS01] which describes a product in the SGI MineSet data mining product by the name of Evidence Visualizer. Becker proposes to visualise the state of the Naive Bayesian classifier in a two pane view where the prior probability of the classifier is visualised as a pie chart on the right, and the possible posterior probabilities for each attribute on the left as pie charts with heights, the height being proportional to the number of instances having that attribute value. The second display can also be in the form of a bar chart with similar (but not identical) information, where the: “Naive Bayes algorithm may be visualized as a three-dimensional bar chart of log probabilities. . . The height of each bar represents the evidence in favor of a class given that a single attribute is set to a specific value.” (Kohavi et. al. [KSD96]) The display works well for models with a relatively modest number of attributes (which are probably continuous). A classical data set that is used in the paper to illustrate the concepts is a data set that contains measurements of petal width and length, and sepal width and length for three labelled species of Iris. Thus in this data set we have only four different attributes. Other data sets in the paper have eight different attributes. The models we visualise on the other hand routinely have many more attributes (i.e. the number of all features seen in training). As such we only visualise the user selected attributes for which we have values and summarise the findings at a higher conglomerated level (i.e. we only visualise the selected features of the selected window that the record contains, visualising the ones not present, possibly tens of thousands, would not make sense in our case). We also visualise the data directly (i.e. the text of the tokens). A similarity with the visualisation presented in this paper is that the user of Evidence Visualizer is provided with feedback on how many instances the model has been trained on, data that is available to the user with our visualisation in the form of the whiteness of the individual attributes (and as heatmapped scores for the whole record). As the models the two approaches visualise are so different and the applicability of the Evidence Visualizer to the model presented here is difficult to judge, it is difficult to compare the two (rather different) visualisation approaches further.
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Future Work



A first step is to develop or gain access to other corpora of log data that contains realistic and known intrusive and benign behaviour, and to apply our tool to such data. An investigation of how visualisation could be applied to other detection techniques is also planned. The question of attacks (evasion, injecting chaff etc.) against the approach taken here also needs further study as many of the attacks developed against spam classifiers cannot be directly translated to the scenario presented here. Any human computer interaction research is incomplete without user studies. 129



Paper D These are easier said than done however. The process of classifying behaviour into malicious and benign using a tool such as ours is a highly skilled task (where operator training would probably have a major influence on the results). It is also a highly cognitive task, and hence difficult to observe objectively. If such studies are to be of value they would almost certainly be costly, and the state of research into how to measure and interpret the results is perhaps not as developed as one might think.
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Conclusions



We have developed a Markovian detector with chi square testing. A method for visualising the learnt features of the detector was devised. As this display was too detailed to be useful in and of itself, a method to visually abstract the features to give the user more overview (in two steps) of the data was developed. The resulting prototype Chi2vis was put to the test on two data sets. A more extensive one comprising of one month worth of web server logs from a fairly large web server and a smaller one with publicly available system call trace data. The experiment demonstrated the ability of the detector to detect novel intrusions (i.e. variants of previously seen attempts) and the visualisation proved helpful in letting the user differentiate between true and false alarms. The interactive feedback also made it possible for the user to retrain the detector until it performed as wanted.
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